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TRAINING DEVICE FOR GRENADE
LAUNCHERS

dinal axis), the initiation of a blank (or simulated) trigger pull,
and the direction of earth gravity.
The training assembly is rotatably attached or connected

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

via a shaft or connection member to the body of a grenade
launcher comprising a body and a barrel. The training assem

bly initially is positioned so that the longitudinal axis of the
This application is based upon and claims the priority of

training assembly and/ or the direction of the laser is substan

commonly assigned US. Provisional Patent Application Ser.
No. 61/274,440, ?led Aug. 17, 2009, incorporated herein by

tially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the barrel.

reference in its entirety.

direction, so that both the barrel and training assembly are
pointed in an elevated manner, the solider then pulls the

Once a solider aims the grenade launcher in an intended

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

trigger to simulate a ?ring. After sensing the ?ring, the train
ing assembly rotates in a clockWise or counterclockWise man
ner (dependent upon position) at a rate corresponding to the

This invention is directed to a system for military training.
More particularly, this invention is directed to a system alloW
ing for realistic force-on-force simulated training With loW

post ?ring trajectory of a projectile or cartridge. The rotation
is con?gured so that the longitudinal axis of the training

velocity grenade launchers, high velocity grenade launchers,
and certain shoulder-launched Weapons.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

20

assembly reaches horizontal, or an elevation depressed or
elevated from horizontal, at the time that a projectile or car
tridge Would land. The output of the laser increases as the

training assembly rotates. Beam divergence can be optimiZed
to replicate a lethal impact area.

The US. military, as Well as military forces in other coun

tries, has trained soldiers for many years With a multiple

In another aspect of the invention, the training assembly is

integrated laser engagement system (MILES). One aspect of

positioned or moves in the x-direction to simulate expected
drift due to either the inertia of the ballistics or Wind, or both.
The laser comprises a loWer poWer laser suitable for emit

MILES involves a small arms laser transmitter (SAT), such as

25

a gallium arsenide laser transmitter, Which is a?ixed to the

ting useful radiation. For example, semiconductor laser
diodes emit useful radiation having Wavelengths in the range

barrel of a small arms Weapon or a machine gun. The soldier

pulls the trigger of his or her Weapon to ?re a blank or blanks
to simulate the ?ring of an actual round or multiple rounds.
Each soldier is ?tted With laser sensitive optical detectors on
his or her helmet and on a body harness adapted to detect an

30

assembly to the body of a grenade launcher. The connection
member comprises a shaft, and a motor in the training assem
bly engages the shaft to enable the training assembly to rotate
as intended. Also, in one embodiment of the invention, the

infrared laser “bullet” hit. A semiconductor laser diode in the
SAT is energiZed to emit an infrared laser beam toWard the

target in the conventional sights of the Weapon. The infrared
laser beam is encoded With the solder’s player identi?cation
code. Optionally each soldier Wears a digital player control
unit that tells the player Whether he or she has suffered a
particular type of casualty or had a near miss, the time of the
event and the identity of the shooter.
The MILES devices alloW for realistic force-on-force

35

The axis of device rotation and bore alignment are con?g
ured to simulate drift as the training assembly de?ects. Burst
40

?re is simulated as trigger pull/blank ?re initiates delayed
laser shots.
The training assembly comprises sensors to measure, for

very effectively With direct ?re Weapons. HoWever, the train
ing of Weapons With indirect ?re ballistics, such as modern
grenade Weapons, including but not limited to, MK19,

example, the direction of earth gravity, the position or eleva
45

not compatible With MILES systems.
The launching of grenades or other projectiles in a combat
situation is an important art of military operations. There has
been a de?nite need to provide more effective training for
automatic or hand-held grenade launchers.

motor and shaft or shaft and connection member are con?g
ured so that the training assembly can rotate aWay from a

vertical plane of the grenade launcher, in the x-direction.

training (simulation) of military forces. MILES systems Work

MK47, M203, M79, M320, and MKl3 grenade launchers, is

of from about 850 to about 910 nanometers.
A connector member or connector connects the training

tion of the training assembly as compared to horiZontal or the
elevation of a target site or area (an inclinometer), the angle of
the assembly to the bore elevation, movement or the rate of
movement (an accelerometer), or the initiation of a blank or
simulated trigger pull, or tWo or more of the foregoing.

50

A control unit, or controller, is operatively connected to the
laser, the motor, and the sensors.
In another aspect of the invention one or more MILES
sensors are positioned at the intended target area. As the

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

training device rotates to horiZontal or, if not horiZontal, the
It is an objective of this invention to provide a novel system

for military training.

elevation of a target area, a laser beam hits one or more
55

device rotates to horiZontal or, if not horiZontal, the elevation
of a target area, the laser beam should be at full strength, to

jectiles.
These objectives, as Well as further objectives Which Will
become apparent from the discussion that folloWs, are

reach the sensors at the target areas.
60

achieved, according to the present invention, by providing a
novel system useful for training soldiers in the operation

sures the angle betWeen the longitudinal axis of the training

assembly housing and the barrel bore elevation (or longitu

In another aspect of the invention, a system useful for
training soldiers in the operation and use of a grenade
launcher having a body and a barrel, comprises:

a training assembly capable of being rotatably attached to
the body of the launcher, comprising:

and/or use of a grenade launcher. The system includes a

training assembly With a laser having a focal array to direct
the laser beam. A control unit or controller records and mea

sensors to register a successful ?re.

The strength of the laser beams can vary. As the training

It is also an objective of this invention to provide an effec
tive training for Weapons that launch grenades or other pro

65

a housing;
a variable output laser Within the housing to produce a laser

beam along a longitudinal axis;

US 8,459,996 B2
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a shaft extending through the housing to the body of the

after ?ring, rotating the training assembly rotates at a rate
corresponding to the post ?ring trajectory of a projectile or
cartridge and for a time corresponding to the time it Would

grenade launcher;
a motor Within the housing that engages the shaft and is

capable of causing the housing to rotate about the shaft;

take a projectile to land at a target area,
thereby causing the laser a beam to actuate at least one

at least one sensor Within the housing or attached to the

housing to detect rotation of the housing, trigger pull,
and/or gravitational direction; and

sensor at the target area.

For a full understanding of the present invention, reference
should noW be made to the folloWing detailed description of
the preferred embodiments of the invention as illustrated in

a control unit Within the housing or attached to the housing
and operationally connected to the laser, the at least one
sensor, and the motor; and

the accompanying draWings.

at least one sensor to detect laser energy at a target site.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In another aspect of the invention, the laser has a focal array
to direct the laser beam.

FIGS. 1A and 2B are schematic representations of a top

In another aspect of the invention, the control unit records
and measures an angle betWeen the longitudinal axis of the
housing and the barrel elevation, the initiation of a blank or

vieW and a lateral vieW, respectively, of a training assembly
according to the invention attached to a grenade launcher;
FIGS. 2A and 2B are schematic representations of a sub

simulated trigger pull, and the direction of earth gravity.
In another aspect of the invention, the training assembly is
rotatably attached or connected to the body of the grenade
launcher.

20

FIGS. 3A and 3B are schematic representations of a train

ing system according to the invention;

In another aspect of the invention, the training assembly is

FIG. 4 is a graph of the intensity of laser light output versus

attached or connected through a shaft or connector.

In another aspect of the invention, the training assembly
initially is positioned so that a longitudinal axis of the training
assembly and the laser beam is substantially parallel to a
longitudinal axis of the barrel.

25

FIGS. 6A to 6D are schematic representations of lateral
vieWs of use of a training assembly mounted on a grenade

launcher;
30

laser beam hits one or more sensors to register a successful

?re.

In another aspect of the invention, the training assembly is

time;
35

In another aspect of the invention, the laser comprises a
loWer poWer laser suitable for emitting useful radiation.
In another aspect of the invention, a shaft extends through
or comprises a connector member to connect the training

FIGS. 7A to 7D are schematic representations of top vieWs

of the training assembly and grenade launcher shoWn in
FIGS. 6A to 6D, respectively;
FIG. 8 is a graph representing depression angle verses

rotates to the elevation corresponding to the target area, a

positioned or moves in the x-direction to simulate expected
drift due to at least one of the inertia of the ballistics and Wind.

range or time;
FIG. 5 is a schematic representation of a laser beam dis

persion pattern at a target;

In another aspect of the invention, sensors to sense radia
tion are positioned at an intended target area.

In another aspect of the invention, as the training device

stantially cross-sectional top vieW and lateral vieW, respec
tively, of a training assembly according to the invention;

FIGS. 9A and 9B are schematic representations of lateral
vieWs of use of a training assembly mounted on a grenade

launcher;
FIGS. 10A and 10B are schematic representations of top
40

vieWs of the training assembly and grenade launcher shoWn in
FIGS. 9A and 9B, respectively;

assembly to the body of a grenade launcher.
In another aspect of the invention, a motor in the training
assembly engages the shaft to enable the training assembly to

distance;

rotate as intended.

tion; and

FIG. 11 is a graph of de?ection and angular draft versus

FIG. 12 is a schematic representation of burst ?re simula

In another aspect of the invention, the motor and shaft are
con?gured so that the training assembly can rotate aWay from
a vertical plane of the grenade launcher, in the x-direction.
In another aspect of the invention, the axis of device rota
tion and bore alignment are con?gured to simulate drift as the

45

training assembly de?ects.

50

tioned on a grenade launcher according to the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The preferred embodiments of the present invention Will

In another aspect of the invention, the sensors in the train
ing assembly measure at least one of the direction of earth

noW be described With reference to FIGS. 1-15 of the draW

ings. Identical elements in the various ?gures are designated

gravity, the position or elevation of the training assembly as
compared to horiZontal, the angle of the assembly to the bore
elevation, movement or the rate of movement, and the initia
tion of a blank or simulated trigger pull.
In another aspect of the invention, a method of training an
individual to ?re a grenade launcher comprises the steps of:
providing a grenade launcher having a barrel and a body

55

and a training assembly rotatably attached to the body of the

60

through a connector 12 to body 4 for rotation about a trans

aiming the grenade launcher in an intended direction, and
aiming the training assembly in the same direction, so that
both the barrel and training assembly are pointed in an
pulling a trigger of the grenade launcher to simulate a

?ring; and

With the same reference numerals.
In the schematic representations of a top vieW and a lateral

vieW, respectively, shoWn in FIGS. 1A and 1B, an automated
grenade launcher (“AGL”) 2, such as an MK19 or MK47, has
a body 4 and a barrel 6. A training assembly 10 is attached

grenade launcher;

elevated manner;

FIGS. 13 to 15 are schematic representations of lateral, top,

and rear vieWs, respectively, of a training assembly posi

65

verse axis 8. The longitudinal axis 14 of training assembly 10
is initially parallel to the longitudinal axis 16 of barrel 6.
FIGS. 2A and 2B comprise schematic representations of
substantially cross-sectional top and lateral vieWs, respec
tively, of a training assembly 10. Training assembly 10 com
prises a laser 22 that generates a beam that passes through
focal array 24. A motor 26 is operationally connected to a
connector/ shaft 28 to rotate training assembly 10 about con

US 8,459,996 B2
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nector/ shaft 28. Connector/ shaft 28 connects to the body of a

The lateral vieW of FIG. 6D is intended to represent a

grenade launcher, such as body 4.
The training assembly 10 has an angular position sensor 30

composite of the initial gunner’s line of sight to the target, as
compared to the laser beam aligned to the target as the train
ing assembly 10 is rotated to its ?nal position, Which is

to measure rotation about connector/ shaft 28, and an inclina
tor or gravity sensor 32 to determine the direction of the

horizontal or, if not horizontal, is either depressed or elevated
from the horizontal.
The poWer of the laser increases as the training assembly
10 rotates. Thus, as the training assembly 10 rotates to a
position corresponding to the elevation of the target, the con
troller 36 increases the laser poWer to a point that the light
output triggers MILES sensors.
The top vieWs of FIGS. 7A to 7D correlate to the lateral
vieWs of FIGS. 6A to 6D, respectively. As the training assem

vertical and thus the position With respect to the horizontal.
There is also a sensor 34, such as a recoil sensor or trigger

sWitch, for sensing an actual or simulated trigger pull of the
grenade launcher 2. A control circuit or controller 36 is
coupled to receive outputs from all the sensors and control the

operation of the motor 26 to rotate the training assembly 10
clockWise about the transverse axis 8.
For a hand held device, such as an M203 or M320 grenade

launcher, training assembly 10 may optimally comprise a
stabilizer (not shoWn). The stabilizer Would alloW the training
assembly 10 to counter hand movement after ?ring.
The schematic representations in FIGS. 3A and 3B repre
sent ?ring sequences. FIG. 3A represents a lateral vieW of the

training assembly 10 attached to the automated grenade
launcher 2. Upon sensing a blank ?ring (or simulated trigger
pull), training assembly 10 rotates (depresses) in a clockWise

20

barrel axis 16 occurs as the training assembly rotates in the

“y” direction.
The graph in FIG. 8 represents the projected depression

or y-direction at a rate that simulates the post ?ring trajectory

(y-position/drop) of a projectile in ?ight. The gravity sensor
32 in the training assembly 10 measures the relative position
or effect of gravity, Which, in turn, affects the ballistics of the
automated grenade launcher (AGL). The controller 36 in the
training assembly 10 controls the motor 26 that adjusts the
rate of rotation imparted by the motor 26, also factoring in the
relative elevation of ?ring position as compared to the target

position.

25

The relationship betWeen rotation of a training assembly

30

rotated in a clockWise manner.

sion of the training assembly coincide With the simulated
35

tile) in ?ight.

time.
FIG. 5 is a schematic representation of the Width of a laser
beam 40 at a simulated target point 42. The laser beam Width
is intended to approximate the Width of a projectile burst at
that distance. The focal array 24 on training assembly 10 can
change the laser beam dispersion at an intended range.
Another aspect of the invention is shoWn in lateral vieWs in
FIGS. 6A to 6D and in top vieWs in FIGS. 7A to 7D. In FIG.
6A a training assembly 10 is rotatably mounted on a grenade
launcher 2 having a body 4 and a barrel 6. A focal array 24 of

the training assembly 10 focuses a laser beam along the
longitudinal axis 14, Which is parallel in the y-direction to
longitudinal axis 16 of the barrel 6.A gunner’ s line of sight 30
extends from the rear of grenade launcher 2 to a target (not
shoWn). In FIG. 7A, as shoWn in a top vieW, longitudinal axis
14 is parallel to longitudinal axis 16 in the x-direction.
A gunner aligns a Weapon sight With a target, as shoWn in

barrel 6. FIG. 9A represents the training assembly 10 and
grenade launcher 2 at ?ring, While FIG. 9B represents a post

?ring con?guration Where the training assembly 10 has

alignment of the laser (With targets) at time intervals. The
time intervals and alignment resulting from rotation/depres

As the training assembly 10 is rotated clockWise about the
axis 8, the intensity of the laser is increased by the controller
36.At shorter distances, the laser output is loWer. In FIGS. 3A
and 3B, the terminal laser light is optimized to reasonably
match the range and dispersion of the projectile.
The graph shoWn in FIG. 4 provides an example of the
increase in intensity of the laser output over distance and/or

angle in mils over a period of time for a simulated trajectory
of a grenade or other projectile.
and drift is shoWn With more particularity in FIGS. 9A to 10B.
FIGS. 9A and 9B are lateral vieWs of a training assembly 10
positioned on a grenade launcher 2 having a body 4 and a

The rate of rotation of the training assembly 10 alloWs for

ballistic position/drop of a projectile (e.g., a 40 mm projec

bly 10 rotates, the “x” (lateral) alignment betWeen the gre
nade launcher 2 and the training assembly 10 simulates the
actual “x” drift of a projectile in ?ight.
The movement of the training assembly 10 in the “x”
direction aWay from the grenade launcher barrel axis 16 is
intended to replicate the actual “x” drift of a projectile in ?ight
due to its rotation. The shift in “x” misalignment With the

In the corresponding top vieWs of FIGS. 10A and 10B, a
longitudinal axis or centerline 16 of barrel 6 is parallel to a

longitudinal axis 14 of the laser beam from the training
assembly 10. As seen in FIG. 10B, hoWever, the angular
rotation of longitudinal axis 14 aWay from longitudinal axis
16 matches or approximates actual ballistic projectile drift.
40

45

50

The relationship betWeen de?ection and angular draft (mils
de?ection) versus distance is shoWn in FIG. 11. The ordinate
is the distance in meters of projectile travel Whereas the
abscissa is the mils of de?ection in the angle betWeen the tWo
longitudinal axes.
In one aspect of the invention, burst ?re can be simulated,
as shoWn in FIG. 12. In this sequence a training assembly 10
or grenade launcher 2 senses multiple blank ?res, or bursts.
Once the training assembly 1 0 rotates to the proper de?ection,
e.g., to horizontal, multiple laser bursts 42 simulate the blank
?res. After the shots or bursts cease, the training assembly

rotates back to its starting position.
It is possible to select an axis of rotation (relative to the gun
barrel) according to the invention that alloWs for a good
approximation and simulation of ballistic drift. The formulas
55

beloW, Which are based upon variables set forth in the sche

matic representations of FIGS. 13 to 15, express the angular
position A of the device, about an axis transverse to its rota

60

tional axis 8 and longitudinal axis 14, to properly simulate
ballistic (?ight) drift from time T0 to time TX.
(a) At a given time (range) the change in x (de?ection) is

FIG. 6A, and the training assembly 10 is aligned With the bore

expressed as a resultant change in G).

of barrel 6 When grenade launcher 2 is “?red”. After the
training assembly 10 senses ?ring, the rate of rotation or
depression of the training assembly 10, as shoWn in FIGS. 6B

expressed as a resultant change in (I).
(c) Change in x (de?ection) creates a change in y (drift) as

and 6C, coincides With the simulated post ?ring “y” ballistic
position of a projectile, as represented in the graph in FIG. 8.
The laser ?res light pulses as the training assembly 10 rotates.

(b) At a given time (range) the change in y (drift) is
65

determined by the mounting angle A.

US 8,459,996 B2
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a controller disposed on the housing and operatively
connected to the laser, to the at least one sensor, and to

the motor;
Wherein the controller is operative to cause the motor to

Where XTX is the x de?ection and YTX is the y drift from time
T0.
In cases Where the relationship betWeen x and y is (or near)

rotate the housing about the shaft axis such that the

laser beam folloWs the expected ?ight path of the ?red

projectile.

constant, a single angle provides a satisfactory solution.
The angle is selected for the design use of the (above)
geometric relationships along With an analysis of the standard
ammunition ballistics. The resulting angle is a device simu
lates (proper alignment) of a laser impulse corresponding to
the drift of a grenade (projectile) in ?ight.

2. The system of claim 1, Wherein the laser has a focal array

to direct the laser beam along the longitudinal axis.
3. The system of claim 1, Wherein the controller adjusts the
angular position of the housing about the shaft With respect to
the grenade launcher, upon initiation of a blank or simulated

objects and advantages sought therefore. Many changes,

trigger pull, in dependence upon the direction of earth gravity.
4. The system of claim 1, Wherein the training assembly is
rotatably connected to the body of the grenade launcher.
5. The system of claim 4, Wherein the training assembly is

modi?cations, variations and other uses and applications of

rotatably connected through a connector.

the subject invention Will, hoWever, become apparent to those
skilled in the art after considering this speci?cation and the

6. The system of claim 1, Wherein the training assembly is
initially positioned, prior to the trigger pull, so that the lon

There has thus been shoWn and described an improved

training system for grenade launchers Which ful?lls all the

accompanying draWings Which disclose the preferred
embodiments thereof. All such changes, modi?cations, varia

20

gitudinal axis of the laser beam is substantially parallel to a
longitudinal axis of the barrel.

tions and other uses and applications Which do not depart
from the spirit and scope of the invention are deemed to be

sensors positioned at an intended target area to detect the

covered by the invention, Which is to be limited only by the

received laser energy.

7. The system of claim 1, further comprising tWo or more

claims Which folloW.
What is claimed is:

25

With respect to the shaft about the shaft axis such that the laser
beam is loWered With respect to the barrel of the grenade
launcher.

1. A system useful for training soldiers in the operation and
use a grenade launcher having a body and a barrel for simu

lated ?ring of a projectile, Which system comprises:
a training assembly con?gured to be rotatably attached to
the body of the launcher, comprising:
a housing;
a variable output laser Within the housing to produce a
laserbeam along a longitudinal axis in the direction of
a ?red projectile;
a shaft con?gured to connect the housing to the body of

9. The system of claim 1, Wherein the training assembly is
30
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the grenade launcher, said shaft having a central axis

11. The system of claim 1, Wherein the sensors in the

said longitudinal axis;
the housing to rotate about the shaft axis;
at least one sensor disposed on the housing to detect the

angular position of the housing about the shaft axis
With respect to the grenade launcher, a trigger pull of

the grenade launcher, and gravitational direction; and

con?gured to rotate aWay from a vertical plane of the grenade
launcher, in a y-direction, to simulate expected drift of the
projectile due to at least one of rotation of the projectile and
the Wind.
10. The system of claim 9, Wherein the rotation of the
training assembly With respect to said vertical plane is con
?gured to simulate drift as the training assembly de?ects in

the y-direction.

Which is substantially horizontal and transverse to
a motor that engages the shaft and is con?gured to cause

8. The system of claim 1, Wherein the motor in the training
assembly engages the shaft to rotate the training assembly
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training assembly detect the direction of earth gravity, the
elevation of the training assembly With respect to horiZontal
or the elevation of the target site, the angle of the training
assembly With respect to the elevation of the barrel, and the
initiation of a blank or simulated trigger pull.
*

*

*

*

*

